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Highlights  

This work presents the minimum-distance distribution function of saccharides. These distribution functions 
represent more accurately the spatial distribution of solvents around complex shaped solutes.   

Resumo/Abstract  

   Distribution functions represent how a solvent is distributed around a solute. These functions are based on 
the ratio between the density of the solvent molecules in a certain solvation shell and the density of the bulk 
solution, where intermolecular interactions become negligible. This mathematical relationship contains the 

basic information necessary for the determination of molecular structure and its interactions.   

   These distribution functions are generally radial, which means that they represent the distribution of the 
solvent molecules radially to the solute’s center of mass. However, molecules whose structure is complex, i.e. 
large glycans, pose a problem being represented radially, since its shape is far from being spherical. Thus, a 

different approach is necessary in order to obtain a better representation of the solvent structure for these 
complex solutes.  

   An alternative distribution function explored in our research group is the minimum-distance distribution 
function (MDDF). This function is based on the solute surface, instead of its center of mass. This means that 

the distance of the solvent is considered to be the shortest distance between any atom of the solute and any 
atom of the solvent and not the distance to the solute’s center of mass [1],[2].  

   Here, we use MDDFs to study the solvation structure of carbohydrates. Figure 1 shows the MDDF obtained 

from molecular dynamics simulations of the solvation of glycerol by water in contrast to the usual radial 
distribution function (RDF).  

  

  

  

 

  

  

Figure 1 – Radial (RDF) and minimum-distance 

(MDDF) distribution functions of glycerol dissolved in 
water.  

  

   The structural information present in MDDF is much clearer. The intensity of the first solvation shell, related 
to hydrogen bonds between water and glycerol hydroxyl groups, is easier to notice. Moreover, two other 

secondary shells around 2,8 Å and 4,5 Å are perfectly observable, differently from the RDF where these 
interactions are hardly seen as peaks.  

   Beyond offering a clearer and more informative structural output, the MDDF can be easily decomposed into 
atomic type contributions and facilitates the calculation of thermodynamic properties, like the KirkwoodBuff 

integrals and, consequently, preferential solvation parameters.   
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